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Within this Dealer Support Pack, you will find more information about the brand and 
the support material available to our customers: 

To find out more about how you can benefit from the Sailun Dealer Support Package 
please contact your Area Sales Manager.

Introduction	

A	Partnership	of	Values

Online	Ordering

Network	Capability

The	Sailun	Brand

Sailun	Web	Page

Marketing	Support	Packages



Visit www.viking.co.uk/sailun to find out more information

Dear Partner, 

I am delighted to welcome your business on board as a Sailun Dealer.

Sailun	Tyre	is	a	leading	manufacturer	of	quality	tyres	at	affordable	prices.	By	becoming	a	Sailun	
Dealer,	you	will	be	adding	value	to	your	business.	Not	only	will	you	benefit	from	high	quality	
tyres	at	sensible	prices,	we	can	promise	you	an	excellent	delivery	service,	no-nonsense	ordering	
procedure	and	dedicated	technical	assistance.

As	a	Sailun	Dealer	in	the	UK,	Viking	Wholesale	Tyres	will	support	you	with	merchandising,	
enticing	sales	volume	rebates,	high	profile	advertising	campaigns	and	editorial	initiatives	–	all	of	
which	are	geared	to	promote	the	Sailun	brand	qualities	and	help	you	generate	opportunities	that	
will	result	in	increased	profit	for	your	business.

You	will	also	have	access	to	the	full	Sailun	range	of	passenger	Car, Run Flat, 4x4, SUV and Van 
tyres	–	and	with	Viking	Wholesale	Tyre’s	market	leading	e-commerce	website,	online	ordering	
has	never	been	easier.

Together	we	will	develop	this	market	to	our	mutual	advantage.	Thank	you	for	joining	us	as	a	
Sailun	Dealer	and	welcome	to	the	winning	team!

Yours faithfully, 
 

Rikki Kane, Sales Director, Viking Wholesale Tyres

Rikki Kane

With You Through Every Turn



Sailun’s tyre expertise exclusively partnered with Viking Wholesale Tyres’ professional approach to 
fulfilment provides a first class offering to the UK tyre market. 

Sailun is a champion of quality tyres. Their growth in the UK is in part down to a clear understanding 
of the market and to the commitment of Viking Wholesale Tyres’ demonstrable service to fulfilling 
customer’s expectations.

Order online and Viking Wholesale Tyres will not only deliver Sailun’s quality products on time, but will 
support your business through regular initiatives and professional marketing material.

Sailun aligns with Viking’s core business values of quality products, service and trust – together we’re 
with you through every turn.

• Eight strategically located warehouses

• Market leading e-commerce website, 
 online ordering has never been easier 

• Same day and next day delivery service up to  
 three times a day in some areas

• UK wide dedicated sales professionals offering  
 account management and marketing support

• Sailun is one of the largest and fastest growing  
 tyre manufacturers in the world

• Invests over 30% of revenue into R&D

• Accredited internationally to meet stringent  
 quality standards

• Full line of Car, Van, 4x4, SUV and Run Flat tyres  
 designed specifically for European road conditions

An Enhanced UK 
Distribution Strategy: 

A Partnership of Values

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 0845 205 55 16



Viking’s market leading e-commerce website is quick, convenient and competitively priced. 
All information is in real time, so pricing and stock are constantly updated enabling you to offer 

your own customers an instant quotation.

Vehicle 
registration 

lookup

REG

 Real time 
stock and 

pricing

Margin / 
mark-up 

calculator

Customisable 
display

  Order 
history

Tyre 
label 

ratings

Favourites 
facility for quick 

re-ordering

Quick entry 
size lookup

Order Online Delivered On Time

Visit www.viking.co.uk to find out more information



With EIGHT WAREHOUSES located 
close to the major UK motorway 
networks, Viking is able to serve 
customers across Britain offering 
a fast and reliable service. These 
warehouses are the hub of the sales 
and administrative operations and rely 
on robust stock management systems 
to ensure product availability.

EDINBURGH

GATESHEAD

GLASGOW

PRESTON

LIVERPOOL
MANCHESTER

DESBOROUGH

TONBRIDGE

Viking’s Network Capability

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 0845 205 55 16



TONBRIDGE

With You Through Every Turn

Category Leader
Sailun	is	one	of	the	largest	and	fastest	growing	tyre	manufacturers	in	the	world.

Research & Development
This	is	where	Sailun	products	are	born.	The	30%	annual	investment	of	revenue	is	geared	towards	
improving	the	testing	capabilities,	equipment	and	empowering	the	engineering	teams	in	Europe,	
North	America	and	Vietnam.

Great Brand Value
Value	doesn’t	stop	at	the	quality	of	the	products,	it	is	also	ingrained	throughout	the	tyre	life	cycle.	
Sailun’s	mission	is	to	generate	the	greatest	value	possible	to	all	stakeholders	at	every	stage	of	the	
process,	and	this	ethos	is	incorporated	into	R&D,	production,	logistics,	sales,	and	marketing.	

Excellence in Channel Support
“Think	Global,	Act	Local”:		Sailun	maintains	dedicated	support	centres	around	the	world	staffed	with	
tyre	industry	professionals	to	help	service	customers	locally.

Full Product Line
It	is	Sailun’s	main	focus	to	develop	products	that	are	customer-lead	and	market	oriented,	which	
ensures	they	meet	customer	requirements.	Through	this	process	they	have	developed	a	full	line	of	
quality	passenger	Car,	Van,	4x4,	SUV	and	Run	Flat	tyres	designed	for	European	road	conditions.

Quality Manufacturing
Quality	Assurance	and	Quality	Control	are	required	when	developing	a	product	built	to	keep	people	
safe.	That	is	why	Sailun	only	uses	equipment	from	industry	leading	suppliers	and	a	self-developed	
manufacturing	process	control	system	to	ensure	product	quality.

Quality tyres offering greater 
margin and immediate delivery

Visit www.viking.co.uk/sailun to find out more information



Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 0845 205 55 16

A dedicated Sailun web page has been set-up to provide more information on the products and the 
ranges as well as a quick route to ordering stock.

Sailun Web Page

Log into account Order stock Receive deliveryVisit page
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Visit www.viking.co.uk/sailun to find out more information

Unique Marketing Support
Dealers who are prepared to commit to the highest level of stockist support can benefit from 
additional marketing services to help them promote the Sailun brand to a wider audience. At Viking, 
we have access to professional marketing companies who can provide a range of consultancy services 
to selected stockists.

Would you like to raise your profile but don’t know where to start?

We have the media buying professionals for the job. They research your local area to find opportunities to 
appear in local media; can target your intended audience through leaflet drop activity and also put together an 
outdoor campaign, including ad vans, digital screens, petrol pump campaigns and billboards to name a few. 

Leaflet drops Local press advertising

Outdoor campaigns



Local TV ideas & production

Radio campaigns

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 0845 205 55 16

Would you like to reach a wider audience through TV or Radio?

Our experienced creative teams can not only storyboard / script a concept that promotes your business, 
but also produce animation or live action, simple or with special effects to your intended budget. They can 
also buy airtime, which specifically reaches your customer profile whether that be at a certain time of day 
to produce the highest visibility for your brand.



With You Through Every Turn

Social media content

Website design & build

Visit www.viking.co.uk to find out more information

PPC campaigns

Sales and product training

Does the digital world of marketing seem too daunting?

An online presence is as important as the bricks and mortar of your business. Finding your business online 
and being able to engage with it is crucial to consumers. It may be that you require a website, or perhaps 
your current website needs support with the right kind of marketing. It could be you’re at the very start of 
your digital journey. Our dedicated web team can help advise, plan and build campaigns on your behalf.

Would you like to get to know Sailun?

Our helpful staff are available to offer their 
knowledge and insight on the Sailun brand. 
We can also conduct training on how to sell 
Sailun within the context of your business’ 
wider retail objectives. Drive results through 
your business by educating your work force.
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Introducing TERRAMAX 4x4 tyre range

Terramax CVR Terramax AT Terramax HT

The Terramax range is designed to deliver superior traction for 4x4s, SUVs and vans both off and on the road.  
The Terramax range provides exceptional handling, on-and-off-road stability and a quiet, comfortable ride with 
the added bonus that it is winter tyre tested and approved! For detailed product specification refer to the Sailun brochure.

The Commercio VX1 is a light truck tyre engineered for commercial delivery and demanding regional 
applications. Featuring an enhanced compound to resist tyre damage, as well as a reinforced casing to improve 
load capacity, the Commercio VX1 delivers exceptional mileage and tread life. 
For detailed product specification refer to the Sailun brochure.

Improved tread stability All terrain traction Grip on winter surfaces

Introducing COMMERCIO van tyre

Commercio VX1
Improved carrying capacity

Abrasion and puncture 

resistance

Enhanced traction

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Ride Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

8

8

8

8

9

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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Introducing ATREZZO Passenger car tyre range

Atrezzo ELITE

Ideal for family cars

Specially engineered for optimum safety 
standards

Economical choice

Atrezzo ECO

Compact city cars

Developed to provide a fuel saving tyre

Environmentally efficient

Atrezzo ZSR

For higher performance vehicles 

Precise handling in wet and dry 
conditions

Available as Run Flat option

ZSR SUV

Designed for 4x4 vehicles

Excellent performance in a challenging 
off-road environment

Enhanced driving stability

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Ride Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

9

8

8

8

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

8

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Ride Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

8

8

8

9

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

9

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Ride Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

9

8

9

9

8

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Driving Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

9

8

9

9

8

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk

For detailed product specification refer to the Sailun brochure.
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Rebate Information

Rebates are based per tyre and will be structured against speed rating as per the table below

Rebates will be paid monthly by way of credit note at the end of each month

Volume of Sales

50–100 Sailun tyres per month

100+ Sailun tyres per month

£1.00 

£2.00

£2.00 

£4.00

 V rated W / Y / Z

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk

As a Sailun retailer if you purchase 50 or more tyres per month you will benefit from Viking’s rebate 
scheme; not only that but the more you order the more you are rewarded as a loyal customer.

At Viking Wholesale Tyres we are on hand to help you sell more tyres. Promotional material and 
branded sale support are available but so is our expertise. 

Pick up the phone 24/7 for guidance or advice. The premise is simple the more you order, the more 
you are supported, the more you sell, the more successful your business is.

The rebate system is in place to incentivise this process.



With You Through Every Turn

www.sailuntyre.eu

Tyre Guarantee

With You Through Every Turn

Extra cover protection 
for your car tyres

1.  ACCIDENTAL IMPACT DAMAGE COVER

If your car tyre sustains accidental damage to 
the tread or sidewall during the legal lifetime of 
the tyre, ie up to 1.6mm remaining tread depth, 
which cannot be repaired by National to British 
Standard BSAU/159, the tyre will be replaced 
with a new tyre at the prevailing price minus an 
allowance based on the tread depth remaining on 
the damaged tyre.

YOUR ALLOWANCES ARE 

Any tyre replaced under this guarantee will 
be re-valved and re-balanced (there may be a 
charge for this service).

2.  PUNCTURE REPAIR

Any punctures sustained during this period will 
be repaired to British Standard BSAU/159. A new 
tubeless valve will be fitted if necessary and the 
wheel will be re-balanced as required, (there may 
be a charge for this service). Punctures which are 
not repairable will be given a discount on a new 
tyre based on the allowance table above.

HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM

Sailun customers must register their tyre 
warranty within 14 days of purchasing the tyre. 

Should your customer need to make a claim they 
simply return their Sailun tyre along with their 
Policy Number and original invoice/receipt as 
proof of purchase.

For full information on the terms and conditions 
of the Sailun Tyre Guarantee please refer to the 
leaflet. Customers must register online at: 
viking.co.uk/sailun-tyre-guarantee

7mm+ 100% 3mm 25%

6mm 80% 2mm 5%

5mm 60% 1.6mm nil

4mm 40% 

Remaining 
Tread Depth

Allowance Remaining 
Tread Depth

Allowance

Sailun Tyre Guarantee

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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Point of Sale 
Create a strong Sailun brand presence with indoor and outdoor promotional materials

Is your TPMS 
working?

TPMS SENSOR VALVE SERVICE AND REPLACEMENT
Tyre Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS) constantly monitor tyre pressures using tyre 
sensors which alert the driver if there is any change in tyre pressure or temperature.

TPMS BENEFITS

TPMS improves safety by reducing the chance 
of a blow out or accident related to tyre 
pressure. TPMS can also save you money as 
having the correct tyre pressure maximises 
tyre life and helps improve fuel efficiency.

SENSOR VALVE SERVICE

Book a Sensor Valve Service to ensure your 
TPMS is operating correctly. This low cost 
check only takes a couple of minutes but could 
prevent an expensive sensor replacement or 
worse, failing your MOT.

REPLACEMENT SENSOR VALVE

If your sensor valve is not functioning correctly, 
contact your Sailun retailer to replace the valve 
immediately.

Washer

Antenna

Sensor Valve 
Battery and  
Transmitter

Mounting 
Nut

Sealing 
Valve Cap

Rubber 
Grommet

Nickel 
Plated  

Valve Core 
(fitted inside 

the valve  
system)

ORDER YOUR SAILUN TYRES HERE TODAY ASK FOR YOUR FREE TYRE CHECK TODAY

How worn
are your tyres?

Independent research by MIRA (Motor Industry Research Association) indicates that 
braking performance in the wet drops significantly when tyre tread falls below 3mm. 
It can take 44 metres – about 10 car lengths – more for a car to stop at motorway 
speeds in the wet if its tyres are at the legal limit. Therefore for optimum safety, we 
recommend tyres are replaced at 3mm.  

TREAD  
REMAINING

8mm

7mm

6mm

5mm

4mm

3mm

2mm

1.6mm

NO ACTION REQUIRED

15% WORN 

31% WORN 

47% WORN 

62% WORN 

78% WORN FOR OPTIMUM SAFETY REPLACE TYRE NOW

94% WORN SERIOUSLY AFFECTING BRAKING DISTANCES  

TYRE AT LEGAL LIMIT REPLACE IMMEDIATELY 

LEVEL OF WEAR

Tread Depth Guide

Do you need 
Run Flat tyres?

More car manufacturers than ever 
are fitting their vehicles with Run 
Flat tyres as standard.

Run Flat technology is exactly as it sounds. 
It allows your car to keep on running after a 
puncture or blow out, even when the tyre is 
completely deflated. Self supporting Run Flat 
tyres are designed to provide a run on period 
following deflation. The range of the tyre when 
running on flat is dependent on the condition 

of use (i.e. vehicle load, vehicle speed and 
driving conditions). However you should be 
able to keep on going for a minimum of 50 
miles at a constant speed of no more than 
30mph.

The ingenuity behind this is all to do with the 
tyre’s reinforced sidewalls. The highly resilient 
rubber inserts support the weight of the car 
even when the air pressure, which normally 
does this job, is gone.

Suitable for all car types  |  Precise handling in all conditions  |  Ultra high performance

PERFORMANCE RATINGS:

Wet Performance:

Dry Performance:

Driving Comfort:

Quietness:

Tread Life:

9

88

9

9

8

Ultra High Performance Run Flat Technology Available From Sailun

ASK ABOUT OUR RUN FLAT TYRES TODAY

ATREZZO ZSR

Understanding 
EU tyre labels

ORDER YOUR SAILUN TYRES HERE TODAY

2009/… – C1

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

A
B
C 
D
E
F

G

B B

72 dB

All car and van tyres in the UK 
MUST display a special label 
containing essential information 
about that tyre’s performance to 
help you make an informed choice 
when purchasing tyres. The tyre 
label gives you information about 
three important areas:

Tyres with high fuel efficiency use less fuel 
so lower the cost of driving. They also emit 
less CO2 which benefits the environment.

Tyres are rated from A-G, with tyres rated A 
being most fuel efficient and tyres rated G 
the least fuel efficient.

Choosing A rated tyres over G rated tyres 
could reduce fuel consumption by as much 
as 7.5% a year.

Wet grip is a critical safety feature which affects 
how quickly a vehicle can stop on wet roads.

Tyres are rated A-G, with tyres rated A having the 
shortest braking distances in the wet and tyres 
rated G the longest braking distances in the wet.

Choosing A rated tyres over G rated tyres could 
reduce stopping distances by as much as 18 
metres (when braking at 50mph in the wet).

Traffic noise is a major source of nuisance 
therefore legislation with stricter rules on 
noise pollution exists.

The 3-wave pictogram tells you how a tyre rates 
in relation to future European mandatory limits.

Tyres are rated with either one, two or three bars to 
indicate external noise in decibels (not necessarily 
the noise heard by driver inside the car).

One black bar is the quietest and three is the  
loudest so the more bars, the louder the tyre.

The label is standardised, so it doesn’t matter  
what type of tyre you look at, the label will give  
a rating for these three areas helping you to 
make like-for-like comparisons.

Fuel Efficiency

Wet Grip / Braking

External Noise

Standardised Labels

Reception Poster 01 Reception Poster 02

Reception Poster 03 Reception Poster 04

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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Point of Sale Display Units
Helping to communicate the key Sailun messages to your customers

Countertop Leaflet DispenserTyre Guarantee Leaflet

www.sailuntyre.eu

Tyre Guarantee

With You Through Every Turn

Extra cover protection 
for your car tyres

Tyre Range Leaflet

Tyre StandPortable Single Tyre Stand

www.sailuntyre.eu

With You Through Every Turn

Tyre Range

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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SPECIALIST FITTING CENTRE

CALL IN TODAY

PREMIUM 
QUALITY 

CAR TYRES

CALL IN TODAY

PREMIUM 
QUALITY 

VAN TYRES

SPECIALIST FITTING CENTRE

CALL IN TODAY

PREMIUM 
QUALITY 4x4 

AND SUV TYRES

SPECIALIST FITTING CENTRE

CAR RUN FLAT 4x4 SUV VAN

SPECIALIST FITTING CENTRE

PREMIUM QUALITY TYRES AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

External Signage 
 01

External Signage 
 02

External Signage 
 03

External Signage 
 04

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk

Signage & Banners
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Dealer XYZ 
Specialist 

Fitting Centre 

Opening Hours
Mon - Fri: 9.00am - 5.30pm

Sat: 9.00am - 4.00pm

Sun: 11.00am - 4.00pm

TYRES 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT  

BALANCING 
PUNCTURE REPAIRS

With You 
Through 

Every Turn

ORDER YOUR SAILUN TYRES HERE TODAY

PREMIUM QUALITY 
TYRES AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

CAR | RUN FLAT | 4x4 | SUV | VAN

Menu Board Banner

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk

Signage & Banners
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1. Outdoor Jacket

9. A5 Pad

5. Trousers

2. Fleece Zipper

10. Clipboard

6. Baseball Cap

3. Polo Shirt

11. Leather Binder

7. Beanie Hat

Images are for illustrative purposes only.

4. T-Shirt

12. Mouse

8. Towel

Promotional Merchandise
We supply Sailun dealers with the tools they need for their business to perform

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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17. Mug 18. Coaster 19. Umbrella 20. Clock

21. Holdall 22. Rucksack 23. Air Freshener

24. Tread Depth Reader 25. Vehicle Sticker

With You Through Every Turn

Notes

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to replenish stock on 0845 205 55 16 or order online at viking.co.uk

13. Deskpad 14. Pen 15. Powerbank 16. USB Drive

Images are for illustrative purposes only.

Call Viking Wholesale Tyres to order stock on 
0845 205 55 16 or order online at www.viking.co.uk
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